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T n recent years, U.S. pension funds, real estate
I investment frusts, corporations, credit com-
I panies, foreign buvers 'and opportunitv funds
have allocated billions of dollars to acquire dis-
tressed U.S. real estate assets. The principal sellers
have been the Resolution Trust Corporation, indi-
vidual owners, life insurance companies and banks
which have restructured and sold portfolios of per-
forming and nonperformhg real estate assets. With
the RTC completing its asset sales and most banks
and insurers concluding their restructuring pro-
grams, we have entered a period characterized by
fewer opportunities for asset acquisition. With
many well-capitalized investors still in the market,
the competition for available assets has intensified.
Civen this environment, in,estors are looking for
new sources of assets, including iapanese-owned
U.S. properties.

Many Japanese owners, e.9., trading, real es-
tate, construction, insurance and investment com-
panies, are actively marketing their U.S. properties,
along with many Japanese banks and other lenders.
At the end of 1994, the Japanese had sold 92.2 bil-
lion of assets, had contracted to sell $1.4 billion and
u,ere actively marketing another $2.8 billion. This
brings the total disinvestment activitv to S6.4 bil-
lion, according to an analysis by the E&Y Kenneth
Lerenthal Real Estate Group (E&Y KL Croup). (See
Exhibit I)

Survey
According to a survey flapanese Executive Survey:
Strategies for U.S. Real Estate) conducted in Tokyo
by the E&Y KL Croup in mid-195, most Japanese
owners and lenders expect to complete asset sales
during the next two to three years. Participating in
the survey were senior executives of leading Japa-
nese banks and insurance, leasing or finance com-
panies, as well as real estate or construction
companies which have financed or invested in U.S.
real estate.
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Methodology: Replication And Modification
The modeling technique of this and previous
studies is regression analysis, the traditional tool of
economic time series analysis. The previous study
is replicated by investigating the time series struc-
ture of the American College of Life Insurance
(ACLI) cap rate data and the cap rate series avail-
able from Real Estate Research Corporation (RERC).

The ACLI data is from a quarterly mortgage
commitment report representing new mortgage
activity. The cap rates in ACLI reports ushg
property data, represent stabilized current in-
come divided by market value (cost/appraisal
based). The ACLI data is gathered from corre-
sponding insurance companies and is consid-
ered an institutional database series. The ACLI
data consist entirely of leveraged ProPerties.
(The other indices used h this research reflect
equity investments or varying debt combina-
tions of debt and equity financing segments.)

RERC periodically surveys market participants
regarding their acquisition pricing parameters
for real estate. Since 1992, approximately 30 par-
ticipants are interviewed each year. The cap
rates in this series are for expected or desired
ratio/yield relationships.

These two series were analyzed as individual
times series variables. They are then analvzed in
relation to one another. The average ACLI cap rate is
10.22 percent. The average RERC rate is 7.43 per-
cent. No significant association is identified be-
tween the two cap series based on regression and
correlation analvsis. The correlation between RERC
rates and ACLI rates is 27.50 percent, compared to
an R2 of 7.56 percent, derived from the regression.
Changes in the expected rate of either ACLI or
RERC cannot be used to significantly predict rates
in the other series. However, a range is set by the
calculations of the ACLI and RERC series and their
trends. ACLI reflects historic stabilized rates and
RERC offers expected cap rates. The range, if not
the association of these two series, can assist policy
decisions. The low correlation and regression asso-
ciation o( the rates over time are rational when the
volatility of the variables are compared. Correlation
tests the relationship bet$€en means and deviation
of each rate series, and the ACLI rates have been
more volatile than the RERC rates (until the 1990s).

This can partially be atkibuted to amplified vol-
atility of leveraged properties in the ACLI rrdex. It
also suggests that actual performance varies to a

greater extent than expectations, suggesting real es-
tate is not appropriately measured or priced by in-
vestors (valuation error in pricing risk, regardless of
equal access to information).

This study further replicated the previous re-
port's relationship of ACLI and RERC rates with

10-year Treasuries. The relationship of the treasury
bonds to ACLI cap rates as a time series is still
high, with an R2 of 74.58 percent. RERC and the
treasuries have a negligible R2 of .06 percent,
which is effectively zero. The regression analysis is
supported by the correlation coefficients between
the interest rate and the ACLI and RERC series.
They are low at - 25.01 and 7.75 percent, respec-
ti\€ly. These negative correlations illustrate an in-
verse relationship between cap rates and interest
yields which weakens their use as direct indicators
for one another Treasuries have shown a treater
volatility over the peribd from 1980-1994, than the
ACLI and RERC rates.This suggests a greater mar-
ket driven volatility for the bonds, despite the per-
ception of the contractually reduced financial risk
which is typical of treasuries. The high coefficients
of determination indicate a linear association be-
tween the changes in treasuries and ACLI rates,
RERC rates show no associahon with interest rates,
although all three series trend in the same general
direction. The negative correlation of the treasuries
and the ACLI and RERC rates, though consistent
with accounting for financial risk in the decision
equation, requires further investigation to accept
linking the cap rate policy to the treasury rates.
Without further detail, such a link may introduce
an unnecessary loading of leverage risk in equitv
deals.

Methodology: Extension
Three other capitalization rate series are consid-
ered, given the inconsistency in the previous re-
search based on the findings of trend and
corelation analysis. The series are the National
Real Estate Index (NREI), the National Council of
Real Estate lnvestment Fiduciaries (NCREIF) and
the Korpacz Yield Index Survey (KYI). Because the
real estate markets, like the general economy, are in
transition, alternative market perspectives are
needed. Thus, these rate series, which can be con-
sidered market indices, are employed to reflect the
more competitive and broadening institutional in-
vestment market. As indices, they vary in data
source and method of calculation. These differ-
ences, allow further insights to cap rate structure
and polic,v

Data Sources And Analysis
Following is a brief description of each cap rate
series used to extend the investigation. These se-
ries, Iike the ACLI and RERC rates, are available to
and used by many institutional and general market
investors. Although the preferred approach is to
back-up the market indices with specific property
level cap rates in the different markets, these series
offer insight to the overall trends and patterns h
capitalization rates and allow for tests of relation-
ships between the cap rate series traditionallv used
by institutional investors. Also, the institutional
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FIGURE 1
Trends in Equity Real Estate In\€stment
Amongst Institutions

FIGURE 2

Trends in Mortgage Debt to Real Estate
Amongst Institutions

EXHIBIT I

1994 Japanese Disinvestment Activity

EXHIBIT III

Survev of Japanese Investors in U.S. Real Estate
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perspecti\€ than a parcel-by-parcel vieu' of real
estate.:

Also, because institutional ownership is rela-
tively long-term (liquiditv is not a key concern
given other investments and ongoing capital
sources), trends and cycles are as important as cur-
rent market performance (the traditional emphasis
of real estate analvsis). This often requires institu-
tional work to link with prior research or to recou-
nize the changes that have occurred over time.

An institutional group must be concerned with
problems that often require an analvsis of more
than an individual property. The analytical unit
may be a portfolio of properties, an urban market
or comparative markets, a mixed asset portfolio or
real estate related assets which rary in terms of
private or public interests and debt or equitv mar-
kets. The latter unit of mixed public/private, debt/
equitv real estate related assets, often is referred to
as the Four Quadrant Model or Paradigm and fur-
ther promulgates the deductive approach used or
required by institutions. It is a framework of anal-
ysis based on a collective asset format which mixes
and groups by sources of capital and types of
ownership.

Although individual parcel analysis will not be-
come extinct and is necessary to achieve the deduc-
tive perspecti\€, it often is used for inshtutional
analysis in the form of secondarv real estate
databases and indices, rather than real estate's tradi-
tional singular transaction orientation. This runs
counter to the traditional real estate scenario of in-
ductive logic, beginning h'ith a specific property
and its specific market and expanding to more aB-
gregated market and investment concerns. In tradi-
tional real estate analysis, hformation on the real
estate is the primary data with the economic, finan-
cial and other aggregated data employed from sec-
ondary sources. Therefore, the fundamental
analysis traditionally employ,ed in real estate con-
sulting differs in how it is emphasized versus a

Sourc€: CSU & Eq!itable Investment Research

totally different process of treatment when com-
pared to the overall institutional analytic
framer.r,ork. r

The follor+'ing example demonstrates that tradi-
tional real estate tools are used to address institu-
tional problems but often r.r'ith a different twist on
the analytical framework.

Reserve Capitalization Rate Study
A reserve capitalization rate study is a study of
capitalization rates in times series analysis devel-
oped to assist in calculating the reserve require-
ments of a special account (a portfolio of prop-
erties). This study is a follor.r.up to a prior study.
The result is a modification, extension and rejection
of a previous study executed for a specific portfolio.
Because of the need to link real estate performance
to other familiar capital market benchmarks (to as-
sist the client's orientation), prior work investigated
the pattern and statistical relationships of cap rates
and treasury returns over time. The prior research
also dealt with statistical relationships of cap rates
and various vield series and identified r^,hat is ter-
med a normalized period from 1986-1990. This pe-
riod is characterized as a term in which real estate
cap rates and lO-year Treasuries were highly corre-
lated. In the prior study, the period of uncorrelated
rates and interest returns from 1991-1993 is consid-
ered atvpical. The previous report then used the
normalized period as the basis of comparison, as-
suming a high correlation between treasury yields
and cap rates. The treasuries performance was
used to establish the appropriate cap rates for the
resen es.

Real estate cvcle analvsis sug8ests that these
two periods were inappropriately designated as
normative and atypical and required further investi-
gation. Thus, the study extends the prior investiga-
tion and places an emphasis on the relationships in
long term patterns rather than a normalized period.
Also, additional cap rate indices are included in the
analysis to better proxy market activity over time.
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s2.17 Total 56-36 Blhon

Source: E&Y Kenneth Leventhal Real Estate Group

Nearly 45 percent of the Japanese ou'ners and
lenders survev respondents rvere currentlv in the pro-
cess of marketing some of their U.S. real estate assets.
Another 28 percent expected to sell assc'ts in 1996 or
1997, assuming the real estate markets continue to
recover and propertv values increase. The remaining 27
percent anticipated holding their assets as long-term
investments. (See Exhibit II)

All the lenders and approximately 40 percent of the
owners participating in the suney exp€cted Japanese
sales to slightlv increase in 1995. About 27 percent of the
owners looked for a significant increase in sales, while
the remaining owners expected sales to remain flat.
Orvners and lenders generallv sald they were most
likely to sell luxury hotel, resort properties and office
buildings. Strongest sales activity h'as expected in Cali-
fornia. New York and Harvaii rvhere the majoritv of
Japanese investments in the U.S. are located. Prelimi-
nary survev results (or 1995 Japanese sales activitv in
the U.S. indicate a 15-20 percent increase over 1994.

EXHIBIT II

Survey of Japanese Investors in U.S. Real Estate
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Investment Report
Regarding the increase in Japanese sales activity,
the survey was consistent with the E&Y KL Croup's
l0th annual report on Japanese inrestment in U.S.
real estate (1994 lapanest lm'tslnent in U.S. Rul Es-
nrte). The report, published in July 1994, analyzed
sales results for that vear and forecast sales activitv
for 1995. According to the report, Japanese owners
and lenders were likely to sell between $5 billion
and $10 billion of U.S. assets during 1995.

Reasons
More than half the Ienders and owners surveved
were primarily selling assets to repatriate capital to
Japan. In addition, Japanese banks and other
lenders need to assume a more active role in ad-
dressing their nonperforming loan problems. Japa-
nese construction companies, the largest investors
in U.S. trophy properties, are disposing of their
assets to repatriate capital to Japan and focus on
their core business opportunities (e.g., rebuilding
infrastructure destroyed or badly damaged by the
Kobe earthquake alon2; with nelv public works pro-
jects), (See Exhibit III)

Survev participants indicated that the weak dol-
lar created favorable conditions for selling assets.
Because of the dollar's decline against the yen,
owners who originally financed their U.S. invest-
ments in dollars hare realized lower yen-
denominated losses in selling their properties. By
selling the Japanese can effectively reduce their
losses from 50 percent (in dollars) to as low as 30
percent (in yen). (See Exhibit IVa)

Perception
The .fapanese are disposing of their real estate
assets despite a perception that U.S. real estate
markets and property values have not fullv recov-
ered. According to the survey, about 60 percent of
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EXHIBIT IVa

Japanese Disinvestment of U.S. Real Estate
Yen-Based Transaction
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EXHIBIT IVb

Japanese Disinvestment of U.S. Real Estate
Dollar-Based Transaction

,990 1995

Source: E&Y Kenneth Leventhal Real Estate Group

the lenders and half the owners do not expect such
a recovery until 1996 or 1997.

Moreovet rather than waiting for U.S. real es-
tate markets to recover, Japanese sellers believe they
should look to the window of opportunity created
by the strong yen and dispose of their assets now.
Reinforcing this is the changed attitude of the lapa-
nese who no longer feel stigmatized at recovering
less than their original investment. According to the
survey, about 45 percent of the lenders and owners
would consider selling their U.S. real estate invest-
ments if they could recover $.60 for every $1 in-
vested. About one-third of the lenders and owners
would think of selling only if they could recover
$.70 or $.80 on the dollar The 1995 survey reflects
somewhat lower expectations for recoverv. When
the same survey was conducted in 1994, only about
22 percent of the Japanese lenders and owners were
willing to sell if their recovery was less than 70
percent of the original cost.

Motivations
As the survey suggests, now is an ideal time for
U.S. investors to acquire properties from the Japa-
nese. Before approaching Japanese owners or
lenders and attemptinS to negotiate deals, U.S. in-
vestors need to be well prepared. They should un-
derstand the evolution of Japanese investment in
U.S. real estate, the motivations and expectations of
the Japanese in owning U.S. properties and their
strategies for holding or selling these assets.

While 10 years ato the Japanese were consid-
ered novices in the U.S. real estate market, they
now are seasoned veterans with total investments
of more than $7 billion. Their history in the U.S.
market can be divided into two phases: investment

INSTITUTIONAL
REAL ESTAIE
ANALYSIS

by Terry V Crissom, CRE,
and James R. Delisle

fn he increase of institutional involvement in

I commercial real estate has heightened the in-
I. terest of manv Counselors of Real Estate

(CRE) and other professional service providers in
this segment of the real estate market. The equity
interest held bv six kev institutional lvpes as of
mid-1995, is approximately $232 billion, the debt
funds are approximately 5982 billion. Pension
funds are the leading holders of equity real estate,
followed by life insurance companies and REITs.
On the debt side, the key plavers are the traditional
real estate institutions of commercial banks, life in-
surance companies and thrifts. Pension funds and
REITs are only minor debt holders. Foreign inves-
tors and foreign banks also are relativelv active
in both capital sectors (12.3 and 10.5 percent
respectively).

Figures l and 2 address the relative positions of
equity and debt institutions over time. Changing
Ievels of participation are presented in these dy-
namic illustrations. In general, the more traditional
institutions are declining or stabilizing, while the
previously designated alternative capitaI sources of
REITs, foreign investors and pension funds are in-
creasing. The magnitude of the institutional market
and the changing structure of participants can im-
pact the decision process and approaches to real
estate problem solving which, in turn, affects real
estate clients and the professional services they
require.

An Institutional Framework
This brief overview of the institutional market
reflects the thought process, concerns and per-
spective of many institutional decision makers.
They want to position themselves relative to the
capital markets and so frame their analvsis on the
deductive reasoning and techniques taught and
used in finance and economics. Practiced, influ-
enced and educated in these areas, influential insti-
tutional managers have extended these tools to real
estate. lnstitutional clients, bv the nature of their
concerns and responsibilities, must compare their
real estate interest to capital markets and invest-
ment alternatives. Their overview is from invest-
ment alternatives and decision criteria, to appro-
priate investment markets, to possible property
types and then specific properties.r However, re-
sponsibilities and many concerns require a broader
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and disinvestment. From 1985 to 1992, the |apanese
were major investors in U.S. real estate, investing a
record $16.54 billion in 1988. Subsequently, the U.S.
economy fell into a recession, U.S. property values
declined and Japanl; bubble-like economy col-
lapsed. In 1992, Japanese investment in U.S. real
estate was only $810 million. (See Exhibit n/b)

In 1993, the Japanese entered the disinvestment
phase. By the end of that watershed yeaq, they had:
r sold $2.6 billion of properties,
r contracted to sell another $800 million of

properties,
! deeded $1.4 billion of properties back to lenders,
I restructured $12.7 billion of problem assets.

While the Japanese sold, contracted to sell or
restructured $17.5 billion of assets, their new invest-
ments totaled onty $7l0 million. During 1994, the
Japanese finished restructuring the bulk of their
troubled assets and focused on sales of assets they
had targeted for disinvestment.

Strategies
ln managing their U.S. real estate assets, Japanese
owners and lenders have followed three basic
strategies:
r hold and waiU
r sell and liquidate; or
r hold and sell (hybrid).

The particular strategy adopted by individual
owners and lenders is determined by a number of
considerations, including the economic outlook and
property market conditions in both Japan and the
United States, the need to repatriate capital, the
strength of the yen and the prices the fapanese
expect to receive for U.S. properties.
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Retail
With the metropolitan area's population over-
whelmingly suburban, major shopping is almost
entirely a suburban enterprise. Howevet the mu-
nicipalitv has forced the retention of department
store use for part of the now defunct downtown
retail sites. Meanwhile, adjacent to the Pentagon in
nearby Arlington, a new Galleria-like, multi-level,
and multi-department store mall, with an attached
Ritz Carlton Hotel and an integral subway station,
is highly successful.

The Friendship Heights neighborhood, l,hich
spans the Washington-Maryland boundary, has a
concentration of successful department stores, ho-
tels, offices and apartments. There is no enclosed
shopping mall at that location, although one is
contemplated.

The best retail properties in the metropolitan
area tend not to be institutionallv owned but held
bv local or retail developers. Generallv the retail
centers are burdened with great institutional debt.
Much of downtown Washington's office inventory,
too, was put in place by successful local developers.
Some of the largest of these did not weather the last
recession and their properties were acquired by in-
stitutional investors or securitized as real estate in-
vestment kusts. Some mixed-use facilities remain

in local hands, but L'Enfant Plaza, which hcludes
a large shopping component, a major hotel and
four office buildings, is mostlv owned by a United
Kingdom pension scheme.

Washington's choice hotel properties are owned
primarilv by foreigners or by hotel interests and
business partnerships which cheerfully outbid the
institutions. Washington hotels are constructed,
furnished and staffed to compete in a category
somewhere between the expensive and luxury
Ievels. Out-of-town Counselors should recognize
that Washington hotels sell at high prices with cap-
italization rates that recognize room rates can be
adiusted almost instantly for either competitive rea-
sons or in reaction to inflation. Also, while the
prices represent relahvelv high price earning ratios,
they are still below the level of cost required to
develop which precludes new construction.

Conclusion
Institutional investors are attracted to Washhgton
real estate. While wealthv individuals may choose
investments on an ad hoc basis, institutions do so
only within a certain context and after careful
studv Institutions seek real estate investments that
are characterized by significant magnitude, accept-
able income, potential gain, observable prestige and
manageable risk. For all these reasons, investment
in Washington is desirable. Also, institutions tend
to be reassured when faced \,!'ith competition, and
the amount of quality real estate in the Washington
area is sufficient to attract broad competition. The
demand for real estate here, both domestic and for-
eign, also is balanced by a steadv growth in a pop-
ulation which tends to be well educated and
increasinglv cosmopolitan.

The nation's go\€rnment has withstood many
and r.,aried tests and remains strong, stable and
democratic. It provides extensive liberties to its citi
zenry and a reliable currency for the globe. The
federal government closely monitors its immeasur-
able investment in the Capital City. Washington
continues to attract tourists because of its monu-
mental and natural beauty and its usuallv agreeable
climate. The CRE Designation is respected by the
local legal and real estate communities. Thus, real
estate counselors should consider the investment
opportunities prevalent in Washington DC.

EXHIBIT V

Japanese Investment in U.S. Real Estate
($ in Billions)

Sumitomo Bank announced a proposed 98 billion
writedown in bad loans, resulting in a 92.8 billion
pretax loss for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1995.
Sumitomo's loss was the firct reported by a major
Japanese bank since World War II. Until Sumitomo's
action, Japanese banks had alwavs covered losses
by selling off their stock portfolios as the end of the
fiscal year approached. Previously, the government
had pressured banks not to report tax-deductible
losses because it feared undermining public confi-
dence in the financial system. Sumitomo's announ-
cement, the most candid admission yet of loan-
quality problems in Japan, was presumably made
after close consultation with the Finance Ministry
and Bank of Japan. This may signal a change in
governmental policy which enables banks to dis-
close such losses. In fact, most analysts expect at
least 3 of Japant 21 largest banks to report losses in
the fiscal year ending March 31, 1996. Few banks
have the capital to withstand massive writedowns
in a single fiscal year, although Sovernment support
would enable banks to gradually implement pro-
grams for taking writedowns, reporting losses and
disposing of problem loans. [-ast June, the Finance
Ministry reported that the Japanese banking sys-
tem had almost 9500 billion in nonperforming and
restructured loans. Some outside analysts recently
have suggested that the real amount of troubled
loans is closer to $1 trillion.

U.S. Market
The economic and ref;ulatorv climate in Japan has
affected Japanese ownt'rs and lenders in the United
States. Under mounting pressures to repatriate cap-
ital, Japanese banks and other lc'nders have. been
increasingly ap;gressive in selling their U.S. real es-
tate assets accountinS for $3.7 billion or 58 percent
of 1994's disinvestment activitv. In 1995, the banks
continued to be verv active, selling properties indi-
vidually or in bulk through a competitive bidding
process that has proved highly successful.

Outlook
Japanese owners and lenders will continue to sell
assets over the next several years at a rate of about
$5 to $10 billion per year.

Several reasons are as follows:

r the need to repatriate capital to |apan,
r uncertainty over the continuint volatility of the

yen,

I the continuing recovery of U.S. real estate
markets,

t increased demand from U.S. buyers for japanese-
owned properties,

r the opportunity to sell properties at higher prices
than at the bottom of the U.S. real estate cycle.
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Economy
Japan's economv has been growing at its slowest
rate in decades. Even the country's unemployment
rate, low by world standards, was at a record high
of 3.2 percent in Fall 1995. The countrv's banks are
burdened with as much as $500 billion in bad
loans, a by-product of their financing speculative
propertv in\€stments during the bubble economv
In the third quarter of 1995, Moody's Investors Ser-
vice downgraded the credit ratings of 50 Japanese
banks, thereby increasing their costs of capital.
That same month, the government rescued two fail-
ing credit unions, revealing the vulnerability of
other fi nancial institutions.

In an attempt to stimulatc the economy, the
government took a series of actions. The Bank of
Japan cut its discount rate to a record low 0.5 per-
cent. Also, in a series of pump-priming measures.
the golernment boosted public spending by a total
of $450 billion over the past three vears. Billions
more in public expenditures will be needed to re-
pair the damages from the Kobe earthquake and to
complete a maior retrofitting of the infrastructure
throughout Japan. But even stronger measures mav
be called for, including additional public spending,
tax cuts, opening the economv to more foreign in-
vestment and, most importantlv restructurhg Ja-
pan's troubled banking system.

Financial System
Reflecting a long overdue change in poliry the gor-
ernment began to address the banking problem.
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Japanese owners and lenders must carefully
consider how long the window of opportunity for
selling assets will remain open. The continued in-
crease in U.S. property values has been coupled
with a continued decline in yields. If this trend
persists, some real estate investors may elect to
withdrah, from the market and seek higher yields
in other tvpes of investments, leaving fer.r,er buyers
in the market.

For their part, U.S. investors have opportunities
to buv three types of assets from the Japanese:
properties, loans secured by real estate and real
estate loans in which Japanese banks have partici-
pating interests. There is strong competition for Ja-
panese assets, and investors may need to move
quickly. In the market for Japanese-owned U.S. real
estate, this is an opportune time for the Japanese to
sell and for U.S. investors to buv

Office lbnants

Iaur Firms
In Washington, many Sovemment offices, and even
more private offices, are staffed with lawyers. Most
large law firms, nationwide, maintain a Washington
office in order to represent their clients who wish to
influence legislation and the wording of regulations
or to represent clients in adversarial hearings before
administrative law judges. These judges ha\€ the
authority to grant exceptions to the regulations and
exkact penalties for violations of foreign and do-
mestic commerce regulations. Other law firms spe-
cialize in constitutional law, admiralty law, the law
of intellecrual property and the law regarding civil
and criminal fraud. Almost always, Iarge law 6rms
rent rather than build or buy. The last recession
strengthened some Washington law firms and
closed others.

Trade Associatiorrs And Lahr Urions
Washington includes hundreds of trade associa-
tions, many of which have enormous staffs, al-
though recently almost every organization has
reduced duplicative layers of management. The
Iargest trade associations tend to own their build-
ings. The city also has quite a few large think-tank
associations employing htellectuals both on a ca-
reer basis and as a respite between government aP-
pointments. Such organizations favor the best
locations. National labor unions often own monu-
mental buildings, and those who rent tend to seek
the best. The huge press corps representing news
organizations from all over the world is a major
component of office occupancy in Washington.

Itasing Con siderat ions
It is customary for both tenant and landlord to be
represented separately by real estate professionals
for lease negotiations. Leasing agents tend not to be
in property management or in real estate sales, al-
though their colleagues in the same firm might per-
form such functions. Some leashg agents rePresent
tenants exclusively.

Maior private tenants typically negotiate 10-year
leases with expansion and renewal options. Also
typically, they netotiate concessions to provide for
1. outfitting their own suites and 2. occupanry for a

substantial early part of the lease while incurring
no obligation to pay rent. The cash- and free-rent
concessions result in an above-market rental rate
until the rent commences and is subsequently paid.
A sixth-year base rent increase (a "bump") is cus-
tomary in a prirate 10-year lease. The recent reces-
sion has reduced both effective market rents and
the higher paid rents ("face" rents) and has reduced
the disparity between them.

Meanwhile, most of Washington's best multiPle-
tenant buildings are occupied by tenants Paying

concession-reflective and pre-recession-negotiated
rents that are well above the current market rent
level, i.e., well above the rent that would be avail-
able today for the same space. The tenant's predica-
ment in such cases is exacerbated b), the pass-
through lease provisions for services and real estate
taxes that tend to increase over time. Most tenants
are aware that they are paying above-market rents.
Some have commenced negotiating lease extensions
at reduced rents; others are merely waiting to do so
when their lease terms expire. By and large, in the
future such buildings will have lower incomes as
leases turn.

For clients interested in acquiring Washhgton
real estate, a CRE (designation awarded to mem-
bers of The Counselors of Real Estate) should con-
duct some analysis of the total dollars paid under
each extant lease relative to the likely rent for each
at its respective rollover If analyzing the price vis-
i-vis capitalization rates, consider the use of a K
factor or some other device if the income being cap-
italized is, in fact, a declining annuity as measured
in constant dollars.

Organized l-abor
Washington is not a strong labor town. The con-
struction trades have unions, but hourly rates on
union jobs and non-union jobs are identical. Until
last yeag, the lar8est union construction company
and the largest non-union construction company
were owned and managed by the same holding
company. Some clients require that construction
proceed with organized labor

Office building char forces are supplied by
cleaning contractors rather than bv management
staff employees. Most of the cleaning companies
maintain open shops, but a labor union exists and
is engaged in a multi-year process of what appears
to be a well-funded membership drive.

Generally, the top hotels in Washington employ
union labor. Marriott chooses, and is apparently
able, to avoid union labor while operating the city's
largest downtown hotel along with two other
downtown hotels.

D.C.3 Real Estate Overview
Most wholesale and distribution centers, most re-
search and development facilities, most office parks
and most modern motels are located outside of
Washington in suburban Maryland and Virginia,
typically at Beltway interchanges with other major
roads. Some suburban neighborhoods have signifi-
cant collections of office towers. This is particularly
true in Northern Virginia because of 1. the prox-
imity of Arlington (which was formerly part of the
District of Columbia), 2. the location of the two Vir-
ginia aiports, and 3. the success of Tysons Comer,
near Mclean.
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